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Assembly Instructions 

 
• Prepare a clean table for assembly.  Having two people will facilitate the entire process, but 

one person can do it alone. 
• If you have a small car that can not accommodate the assembled casket, all you need to do 

is assemble the two lids and pillow, leaving the Casket Base in original folding shape. The 
“open, fold and lock” procedures are all in one step and can be done easily when at the fu-

neral home. 
• When folding scores, press down to the very end.  Always fold toward scores, not away 

from scores.  

• It is important not to punch open the hidden hand wholes before the service finished, this 

will present a better appearance.  

• If it is raining during Burial Service, please be certain that some type of covering is used, 

such as umbrellas or plastic sheeting. 

A. Steps for two lids and pillow: 

1. Pull out Inner Lid (item#1, two pieces), 

Lid Top (item#2, two pieces) and Lid 

End (item#3, four pieces).  Fold along 

all scores to the very end. 

2. Tuck in the 2 tabs into slots on each of 

the left and right wing of Inner Lid 

(item#1), then tuck in the top and bot-

tom wings.   (Refer to picture 1) 

3. Take out Lid Top (item#2), place on bot-

tom and line up with Inner Lid.    Be 

sure the longer and shorter slots on 

Lid Top are lined up with the slots on 

Inner Lid, and then tuck all tabs into 

slots.  (Refer to picture 2) 

Picture 1 

Picture 2 
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Picture 3 

Picture 4 

4. Take two Lid Ends out (item#3), and tuck 

the two small tabs into the Inner Lid slots, 

then tuck the other tabs into the remaining 

locations.  (Refer to Picture 3)  Do the same 

actions on the other side.  Repeat the same 

procedures for second lid. 

5. Take out Pillow (item#4) and fold 

up.  (Refer to Picture 4) 

B. Steps for Casket Base and Base End Wrap: 

1. Take out Base End Wrap (item#5, two pieces), and 

Casket Base (item#6, one piece).  Fold along all 

scores to the very end. 

Picture 5 

Picture 6 

2. Position Base End Wrap underneath the end part of 

Casket Base. Fold in the two wings on both sides of 

Base End Wrap to conceal the corrugation.  (Refer to 

Picture 5) 

3. Close up and lock over the two flaps of Casket Base.  

Fold down two small locking flaps on each corner.  

(Refer to Picture 6)  Do the same on the other end. 
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C. Steps for Honeycombs and Casket Interior Fabric 

Picture 7 

Picture 8 

1. Apply six of the Honeycombs to both the 

outside and the inside bottom of the Cas-

ket Base, make sure that they are in the 

right position and covered the scores.  

Be certain that the Honeycombs are 

fastened securely.   (Refer to Picture 7 
and 8) 

Picture 9 

Picture 10 

2. Place Pillow in the casket.  (Refer to Pic-

ture 9) If you have a hard time opening or 

closing the two lids because the tabs are 

too wide for the slots, just use your fin-

gers to pinch all 6 long and 8 short tabs 

on casket base. 

3. The Casket Interior Fabric consists of two 

pieces.  Place the larger one inside the 

casket, and attach it along the bottom edge 

of the open lid. Place the small one on top 

of the closed lid.  (Refer to Picture 10) 


